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SUMMARY

After Holland had been freed in 1945, the term ‘regionalism’ was heard more and more often
especially in the south and the north. The term itself originated from France and it dated
probably from the beginning of the nineteenth century to express the regions’ opposition
against the centralizing regime in Paris. In our country too, regionalists felt the balance be-
tween centralization and decentralization to be lost. Much of what could be done in one’s own
region was settled in distant The Hague. At congresses that were held in turns in the north and
in the south, people explicitly wished to also stimulate local culture. The representation of
Twents regionalists at these congresses did not come until a late stage. They hardly played a
role in the development of theory. Yet the care and attention for the own culture and the inter-
est in regional history did not begin as late as 1945. On the contrary. Regionalist strivings had
existed for at least half a century – without being named regionalism – and had its heralds in
the 19th century. Since the Romantic Age there had been folk that had an eye and an ear for
the typicality of the region’s culture, its history, its style of building, the character of its peo-
ple, its manners and customs and language. It began with people of rank, in circles of gentry,
patriciate and middle classes.

With Benjamin Willem Blijdenstein’s (1780-1857) pen an - as yet - thin line was put on paper
that wrote the story of all the aforementioned aspects of regional culture and many more. In
due time the line became thicker and firmer. About 1900 a special magazine came to light,
Driemaandelijksche Bladen that paid attention to the study and expansion of the typicality of
the east of the country. At the same time patrician textile dynasties and related circles gave
the impulse for the foundation of the Oudheidkamer Twent(h)e in 1906. The (archaeological)
finds of especially Gijsbertus Johannes ter Kuile (1871-1954) and Joännes Jacobus (Ko)van
Deinse (1867-1947) were put on permanent display there. The Oudheidkamer Twente became
a centre for study and scientific research by mostly rather aristocratic gentlemen. Gentlemen
who not only consulted written sources, but also conducted proper field research and tramped
through the country. Ter Kuile investigated Twents history and wrote monographs about De
hof te Espelo (1908) and Geschiedkundige aantekeningen op de havezathen van Twenthe
(1911). His Twentsche watermolens (1911) became popular just as his Twentsche Eigen-
heimers (1936).

Apart from a thorough knowledge these and other works also conveyed a great love for the
region. The best known of pre-war regionalists was undoubtedly Van Deinse, who, both in
speech and in writing, managed to fan the embers of Twente-love in the hearts of many. He
gave voice to his acquired knowledge in popular form. Many eagerly read his articles in Tu-
bantia. 42 of them were collected in his Uit het land van katoen en heide (1922). It was a
huge success for the writer: the collection was reprinted and a sequel appeared (1939). Van
Deinse gave Twente its flag, its coat of arms and its anthem. Developing these images for the
region, he had been inspired by the people across the eastern border who were felt to be of the
same stock.

Willem Hendrik Dingeldein (1894-1953) and Albert Carel Meyling (1890-1990) can be re-
garded as Van Deinse’s pupils. Together they roamed about in the years after the war, to dis-
cover as many aspects of Twents identity as they could. Their interest was wide and deep.
This was proved in particular by Dingeldein in his publications such as Het land van de
Dinkel (1948) and Singraven (1948). He was also fascinated by the life and language of the
region, as becomes evident from his contributions to the Driemaandelijksche Bladen. Meyling
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had his fimcamera at hand and during the aforementioned trips he recorded to celluloid many
of the places that have now disappeared.
In showing his films he  - almost literally - helped to open the eyes of his countrymen to the
many things worthwhile in their own region.

Somebody else, who also took a deep interest in everything Twents, but particularly in rural
building in the eastern part of the Netherlands was the architect Jan Jans (1893-1963). During
his training in Amsterdam a great ideal was evoked by a publication of Dr. Werner Linder:
studying rural architecture in the east of the Netherlands and recording this in a handbook. All
of his life Jans drew and documented with unflagging energy to achieve his major purpose.
His enormous collection of drawings still bears witness to it. Besides drawings and docu-
mentation it was Jans’ wish to create a new art of building in a style based on tradition. As an
architect he may be considered a member of the Delft School. As a regionalist of increasing
authority he developed an un-Twents drive. Jans stimulated the use of Twents, by giving lec-
tures in the regional language and by radio performances. This was indeed a necessity:
schoolteachers during their training were infused with disdain for the regional languages and
in their turn they conveyed that disdain to their pupils. Generally they were quite successful.

In 1903 the first Twents collection of poetry had been published in the regional language (Uit
het land van den Tubant). It came from the hand of Herman Berghege (1865-1937), a consci-
entious poet from Haaksbergen. His pessimistic view of the future of the vernacular has often
been cited. Gerhardus Bernardus Vloedbeld (1881-1961) from Almelo was the first real con-
structor of the Twents language. As a teacher and a newspaperman it was easy for him to get
his work published. Vloedbeld was inspired by Johannes Wernerus Heinink (1853-1906) and
the westfalian vicar Augustin Wibbelt (1862-1947), by folklore and the stories he had heard
tell by the open fire. His Mans Kapbaarg, written in a beautiful classic vulgar tongue, became
especially popular and has remained so until the present day. Of all regional papers his
Nieuwe Twentsche en Almelosche Courant paid most attention to the regional language. Many
catholic authors such as Hendrik Klaasen (1901-1980), Hermannus Philippus van Koersveld
(1879-1950), Bernardus Krikhaar (1868-1954) were offered a place. Protestant writers such as
Johanna van Buren (1881-1962) and Ter Kuile were found with the Dagblad van het Oosten-
Twentsch Zondagsblad, socialists such as Klaas Jassies (1908-1979) and Adriaan Buter
(1918-2000) with the Volksblad voor Twente.

In the poetry one is struck by the attention for nature lyric, life on the farm, regional custom.
This was also the case in the ‘leedties’(songs) by Johanna van Buren, who may be called a
Twents poetess, although she was born and bred in Salland. Through her work she was recog-
nized as one of ours. Searching for renewal was hardly the case. The writers were not inter-
ested in that. Just before the Second World War representatives of a new generation of re-
gionalists came forward: Herman Lambertus Bezoen (1908-1953), Adriaan Buter and Johan
Buursink (1908-1993). Because of the German occupation, which started in May 1940, a new
situation arose for everyone in our country. This included the regionalists. Which side did
they choose? They had never had much support for their regionalist strivings from the Dutch
in general. The occupational powers seemed more in favour. Under the auspices of the
usurper periodicals were published such as Saxo-Frisia and Het Noorder land and De
Schouw, in which in particular voice was given to regional tales and folk art. The New Order
rejected modern and especially abstract art, building in a folk tradition was encouraged. Here
were opportunities for folklorists and artist and writers who did not shrink from collaborating
with a regime that in the beginning hid its grim face behind a friendly mask.Contrary to for
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example Friesland, Groningen and Drente, it may be said that leading Twents regionalists
rejected or ignored advances from German side. Even more: some actively took part in the
resistance.

In the first years after the war Buter and Buursing propagated the regionalist concept in their
periodical Twenteland.  A short time afterwards, in 1948 the Algemene Vereniging Twente
(AVT) was founded. Regionalist expected much of this, but eventually their high hopes were
disappointed. The AVT as an organization was a muddle and it was insufficiently noticed by
the people. Chairman Gerhard Kolenbrander (1902-1981) resigned. The AVT made a new
start and had Jans as a controversial acting chairman. A number of times the union got notice-
able publicity during the Twentedagen. Yet the AVT did not succeed to put itself and its ideas
at the head of a wide layer of the Twents population, who - like everywhere in the country -
were busy reconstructing. The intentions of the regionalists did not always appear before
footlights properly. Thus the idea could take form that regionalists wanted to turn the clock
back and exclude people from outside the region.

In the beginning of the fifties regionalist thoughts came into being throughout the Low Saxon
part of our country. In Groningen ‘t Swieniegeltje transformed into an interregional literary
magazine and Arnold Rakers (1903-1965) from Nordhorn inspired many to the cause of the
regional language. Writers’ circles arose and a Union of Low Saxon writers was founded. At
the same time the offensive that had been raised to institute a professorial chair of Low Saxon
regional languages was crowned with success. In 1953 Klaas Hanzen Heeroma (1909-1972)
was appointed first official professor of Low Saxon language and literature. A disappointment
for those that counted on it that Bezoen would be remembered as such. In 1956 the
‘Schrieverkring’ (writers’ circle) was founded in Twente, led by Vloedbeld sr. When just a bit
later Johan Gigengack (1933-1976) created his Twènterlaand en -leu en -sproake, the Twents
vernacular writers possessed their own organ.

Briefly stunned by all positive events the Low Saxon regionalists lost sight of reality. Not
few of them dreamed the dream of twenty million speakers of the mother tongue, a language
like a Sleeping Beauty, kissed to life from a long sleep. A language too that, since the so-
called Vosbergnspelling had come into being, availed itself of one identical rendering code.
After this temporary climax in 1956 and 1957, the regionalist movement ran to seed. Through
lack of élan and subscribers and through too much mutual tension the ’t Swieniegeltje went
down. The umbrella of the Lower Saxon writers’ union disappeared. In Twente the schriev-
erskreenk ailed on for a couple of years. The true zest had gone, mutual irritation occurred,
the organisation remained poor. After the row about Gigengack’s Boetenste duusternis, with
which the young author had tried to widen the spiritual horizon, a period of silence began.
From now on the schrieverskreenk missed its organ. Shortly afterwards Vloedbeld sr. died
and with him life ebbed away from the kreenk. There were more losses to be mourned. Jams
died in the beginning of the sixties, just as Johanna van Buren. Rakers and Arend Lamm
(1908-1965) were to follow in 1965. Other matters did not prosper either. Indeed the struggle
for a Twents broadcasting organisation was successful, but the regionalists that had devoted
themselves to it for so long had been put aside. The same happened to the Almelo building-
school and the arts school in Enschede. In the meantime the Netherlands transformed, parents
tried to teach their children the Dutch language as well as they could, at the expense of the
regional language. Everywhere in the land the same residential areas appeared, often laid out
with very little fantasy. More and more the regions began to lose their face and voice. That
things could be different was proved by the province of Friesland, but the Low Saxon part of
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our country would not follow the example, afraid as they were of ‘affairs’. The tide seemed
neap in the struggle against ready made.

But even in the quiet period for regionalism, initiatives were taken that carried on the un-
derlying ideas. By the end of 1961 the Jaarboek Twente appeared. With this yearbook the
region got an exceptionally valuable and popular medium, which came forth from and was
inspired by a circle of lovers of the region. Publisher Witkam began the Twente Reeks (series)
and thus offered writers of the vernacular the opportunity to publish their work in print, for
demand remained for reading and literature in the regional language.

In the seventies one could even speak of a revival. The Kreenk vuur de Tweantse Sproake
was founded in 1975. Under the inspired leadership of Hennie Engelbertink (1942) a great
deal of initiative was taken in the field of the regional language. Again rules for the writing of
Twents were established, ecumenical church services were held in the vernacular, playacting
in the Twents language was stimulated, Twents lesriegen (classes) were organized and so on.
From one of the study groups, later set up on a wider basis, the impulse was given to the
foundation of a Twente Academy. An old wish of Buter’s was thus realized. At once he be-
came the director of this still modest institute. Interregional ties were tightened again with
among others the Dialectkringe Salland Oost Veluwe en the Achterhoek and cooperation was
sought in the Sont, which strives to improve the position of regional languages in all of Low
Saxon Holland. The demand for regional (language) books grew. The annual surveys of re-
gional language publications in the back of the Jaarboek Twente bears witness to it. Growth,
hard to keep up with, also continues in most recent times. Old traditions sometimes go
through an unprecedented revival, such as blowing midwinter horns or cow horns, every-
where in the region neo-Saxon buildings appear with a density of ‘Saxon’ elements that sug-
gests the fear of a horror vacui. In the culinary field regional dishes were rediscovered.

As regards the regional language writers it should be noted that until well into the twentieth
century the greater part of them remained very conservative as regards taste, form and themes.
The idea that Twents is a thing of the past, old-fashioned, oldish, not sexy, could not but take
form. Regional language writers willing to find new ways were not always treated kindly.
Thus it was in the days of Gigengack, thus it was in the days that De Pennevogel appeared
and thus it still is in the present time. The fuss about the magazine De Nieje Tied bears wit-
ness to this.

But the disdain for regional language is clearly on the wane. The activities of the Kreenk
vuur de Twentse Sproak, of journalists such as Adriaan Buter and Gerard Vaanholt (1948)
and writers who manage to produce appealing work, the publication of research and diction-
aries  -– Dijkhuis en Schönfeld Wichers -, bear fruit. Twents gets unexpected support from a
number of national performers of Twents descent such as Anne van der Meiden (1929), Her-
man Finkers (1954) and Willem Wilmink (1936). Ipso facto their support means a rise in
status for Twents. Twents editions of famous cartoons - in unprecedented print numbers for
regional publications - help to tear down the choking mobcap image that surrounded the re-
gional languages for such a long time. In a national context there was a successful plea for
taking up the Low Saxon regional languages in a European Covenant. Being taken up in part
II of the Covenant in 1995 primarily means moral support. In order to really achieve some-
thing inclusion in part III is desired. This is being attended to.

All things considered it can be concluded objectively that the number of initiatives that can be
called regional is on the increase rather than decreasing. Moreover all this is taking place in
the view of a now truly unifying Europe, noticeable for every citizen. These movements are
not contradictory, rather complimentary. In a Europe with fading national boundaries appar-
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ently the need for a regional identity continues to exist. All this however does not alter the
fact that the use of the regional language is clearly diminishing. And also that, if Tukkers ap-
preciate Twents and want to preserve it, they must let go of their let-it-be mentality and de-
velop a language policy.




